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Abstract. In recent years, various indoor tracking and localization approaches
for usage in conjunction with Pervasive Computing systems have been proposed. In a nutshell, three categories of localization methods can be identified,
namely active marker-based solutions, passive marker-based solutions, and
marker-free solutions. Both active and passive marker-based solutions require a
person to carry some type of tagging item in order to function, which, for a multitude of reasons, makes them less favorable than marker-free solutions, which
are capable of localizing persons without additional accessories. In this work,
we present a marker-free, camera-based approach for use in typical indoor environments that has been designed for reliability and cost-effectiveness. We were
able to successfully evaluate the system with two persons and initial tests promise the potential to increase the number of users that can be simultaneously
tracked even further.
Keywords: Indoor localization, Computer Vision, Pervasive Computing.

1

Introduction

Reliably localizing and tracking multiple users in smart environments has evolved
into one of the main challenges of this research area. The knowledge of the users’
whereabouts is a central contextual information to an assistive system and oftentimes
plays a pivotal role when such a system needs to decide, whether it is supposed to act;
that is, whether it should influence the current state of its environment through its
actuators. And although simple motion sensors can be used to provide for basic presence detection, much more sophisticated solutions are required for the concurrent
localization of multiple people within the same area – or simply to distinguish between a person’s pet, and herself.
In recent years, various indoor tracking and localization approaches for usage in
conjunction with Ambient Intelligence systems have been proposed and there are
even specific competitions with the intention of comparing the different methods’
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performances against one another [1]. We can distinguish three different categories of
localization methods, namely active marker-based solutions, passive marker-based
solutions, and marker-free solutions. Both active and passive marker-based solutions
require a person to carry some type of tagging item in order to function, which, for a
multitude of reasons, makes them less favorable than marker-free solutions, which are
capable of localizing persons independently of whether they are carrying additional
accessories. Examples for approaches from this latter category include capacitive
sensitive floors [2], using microphones for the detection of subtle noises caused by
movement [3], and camera-based approaches [4]. The three main criteria that all of
these localization solutions are judged on are the total costs for providing them for a
specific area, such as a private apartment, their reliability, and the amount of persons
that can be tracked and distinguished by them at a time.
In this work, we present a marker-free, camera-based approach for use in typical
indoor environments, which allows the reliable localization of multiple persons. The
system tested is able to successfully track two users in parallel.

2

Related Work

Detecting the presence and location of persons has been a research effort for many
decades and as such, can now be achieved using a variety of technologies. Capacitive
sensors use oscillating electric fields to measure the properties of an electric field,
allowing the presence of a human body to be detected. Braun et al. have presented a
system using electrodes laid out in a grid and hidden under floor covering to detect
the location of one or more persons [2]. A similar system that integrates necessary
electronics into a floor layer and communicates wirelessly to a central system has
been presented by Lauterbach et al. [5]. Both systems furthermore allow the realization of additional use cases, such as intrusion detection and fall prevention.
Walking is creating a certain level of noise that can be picked up by microphones
and used to infer the location of persons. Most of these systems use time-of-flight
techniques; that is, calculating the distance of the source by measuring the time required for the signal to arrive at a specific location and triangulating its position [6].
While earlier system relied on speech to recognize sound sources [3], newer and more
sensitive systems allow the detection of a person from the sound of the person’s footsteps [7].
Another popular method is based on different radio frequency techniques, e.g., by
measuring signal strength (RSSI) on different receivers and triangulate position [8]
that require an active token to be worn. A newer approach is using tomography techniques to measure the signal attenuation by human bodies [9] and allows localization
without wearing active tokens.
Finally, the method that our work is based on comes from the area of computer vision and uses different types of cameras [10], depending on visible light or infrared
depth imaging [11]. Most systems use similar approaches that use background subtraction to detect movement in single images or time-series of images to infer the
position of an object [4].
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System Design

In this section, we describee the rationale that has been driving the development of our
system with the specific req
quirements important in cost-effective personal localizattion
solutions and how it has afffected both the hardware architecture and software behhind
the system.
3.1

nts
System Requiremen

The system is based on a set
s of standard, off-the-shelf webcams and as such exccels
through its low cost factor – the hardware cost for an average living room shouldd be
less than fifty US$ (provid
ded that a PC is already available). There are three m
main
challenges associated to thee design of such a system for smart environments:
• Scalability - it should bee easy to attach additional cameras to the system and pprovide tools that allow settting position and orientation of the video devices within the
environment
• Computational Feasibilitty - the algorithms used for person localization shouldd be
suitable for usage with low-resolution,
l
low-bandwidth data, while still being aable
to reliably recognize mov
ving persons
• Flexibility - the system should
s
be able to distinguish between different persons and
discard other moving objjects, such as pets
The system we are using iss set up using a simple configuration tool that models the
environment and the extrin
nsic camera parameters by way of XML files. The viideo
stream of each camera is an
nalyzed for signs of movement and we register the results
of each camera to the otherrs. This allows the generation of three-dimensional dataa of
moving objects and the infeerence of such an object’s position within the environm
ment.
At least two cameras must capture the moving object for the method to work. In bborder cases, we use approxim
mations and historical movement data to estimate the object’s position. We are usin
ng simple metrics to distinguish between different persoons,
based on the color of their clothing
c
and body volume.
3.2

Hardware Architeccture

Fig. 1. Harrdware architecture of the localization system
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The system is compriseed of various nodes made up of a single PC with variious
USB cameras attached. Th
hey are connected to each other using either a wired L
LAN
connection (preferably), or WiFi. The cameras used should be controllable in terms of
modifying their settings, su
uch as automatic settings of white balance, gain, conttrast
and brightness. This allowss offloading the image processing to the single systems and
in consequence only higherr-level features are sent through the network connectioons.
This is reducing the requirred bandwidth and making this approach feasible for loowspeed wireless networks. One
O of the nodes is acting as a master, analyzes the hiighlevel data and provides thee overall processing of the final localization. The oveerall
architecture is shown in .
3.3

Data Processing

Fig. 2. Localization process

r
camera-based indoor localization process, as shoown
Our system is following a regular
in Fig.2. Each individual sy
ystem is processing the image of the camera using a mottion
detection algorithm. We use a custom variant of background subtraction that allow
ws a
fine-grained control of sam
mple window, camera parameters and feature size, guarranteeing swift adaptation to different room geometries. In a second step, we extrract
features from the detected motion, in our case the center of gravity of each movving
region and metrics about th
he detected regions, that allow us to identify persons iin a
future iteration. Only these features (and not the entire stream) are then sent over the
network for further processing. Finally the master system is collecting all the featuures,
combines it with its local reepresentation of the environment and performs localizattion
of the different persons.
A control software has been created that realizes all these steps. Furthermoree, it
provides various tools supp
porting this process. These tools include:
•
•
•
•

Camera management: ad
dd/remove cameras, set intrinsic and extrinsic parameterrs
Environment management: read layout from image files
Camera placement tools:: coverage analysis, coverage optimization
Performance analysis: sh
how CPU load, network status, logging

Fig.3. shows a screenshot of the software’s main user interface. On the left, we can
see the source image file off the environment. Using a threshold-based processing, the
boundaries are extracted from the black areas indicating walls. The environment can
be extracted from any layo
out file that uses similar dark areas for boundaries. On the
right side of the figure, wee can see the wizard that allows the adding of additioonal
cameras.
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Fig. 3. Software’s main view

Fig. 4. Camera properties (left), Statistics (center), Coverage analysis (right)

The wizards of the software enable us to modify the position and orientation of
cameras and check on the live camera stream. Once a camera is added, it is also possible to control the results of the image processing in a dedicated window and individually set post-processing parameters, such as white balance and color correction
(Fig.4. - left). The statistics window as shown in Fig.4 (center) gives an overview of
available master nodes (mergers) and the load on all available CPU cores as well as
the number of currently active threads. Finally, the coverage map shown Fig.4 (right)
displays by color, which areas of the environment are currently covered by cameras,
and by how many (red indicates blind spots, orange areas are in the view of a single
camera, yellow areas are surveyed by two cameras, and orange areas are covered by
at least three cameras). We have found that, as a rule of thumb, a reliable localization
is achieved for all yellow and green areas (areas covered by at least two cameras).
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Fig. 5. Before and after camera placement optimization

An interesting feature of the software related to these areas of coverage is an optimization algorithm for camera placement. Using the camera coverage area as a quality metric, a genetic algorithm is used to calculate optimal camera positioning. The
algorithm is optimizing camera placement based on the number of available cameras
and is considering wall and ceiling positions as an additional restriction.
The software was created using C# and the .NET runtime environment. For image
processing, we are using EmguCV1, a .NET wrapper for OpenCV2. This is a comprehensive image processing and computer vision library, which already provides many
of the methods required.

4

Prototype

Fig. 6. Playstation Eye camera out-of-the-box (left) and hanging upside-down in the custombuilt stand (right)

1
2

http://www.emgu.com
http://opencv.org/
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w selected the Playstation Eye as the camera of our chooice,
For our prototype set-up, we
because it is available at a low
l price and nevertheless allows the setting of parameters
such as frames per secon
nd (FPS), deactivation of auto-white-balance and auutocontrast, as well as setting exposure and gain. Manually controlling these parameeters
is crucial in image processiing applications and not a general feature available forr all
cheaper variety web cams. Additionally, we have designed a custom stand that alloows
the easy attachment of thee cameras on walls, as shown Fig.6. While the system
m is
easily scalable, for our inittial tests we have used only two nodes, with two cameeras
attached to each of those (which
(
results in a total of four cameras). This setup has
proven to be sufficient for covering a large room (roughly 35 square meters). B
Both
nodes were running our so
oftware on 64-bit multi-core processors (AMD Turionn 64
and Intel Core i5). The cameras are running at 30 FPS and VGA resoluttion
(640x480). The CPU load and
a amounts of threads used indicate that each node woould
be able to handle at least tw
wice the number of cameras. RAM requirements have ggenerally shown to be fairly low
w.
The system was installeed in our institute’s Living Lab, which consists of a coombined living room and kitch
hen area, a bedroom and an office. For our evaluation, oonly
the combined living room and
a kitchen area were considered. The area covered is approximately 35 square meters and is occupied by several large pieces of furnitture
(cupboards, desks, and the like). Therefore, a sophisticated camera placement is ccrucial in order to guarantee good coverage. The software tools as described were esssential for finding optimal cam
mera positions in this setting. As a next step, we intendd to
extend our prototype to all rooms
r
of the Living Lab.

5

Evaluation

Fig. 7. The
T simultaneous detection of two persons
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As indicated before, we have been able to successfully test our prototype system
(software and hardware setup) for the simultaneous tracking of two persons, using
four cameras to cover an average-sized living room. By using the camera placement
optimization algorithm, we positioned the four cameras on different corners of the
room and thus maximized the area covered by at least three devices. The screenshot
one can see on Fig. 7 shows the software’s main screen with the apartment’s map on
the left and one camera’s viewing angle highlighted. The image stream of this selected camera can be seen on the lower right. The frame on the upper right shows the
persons that are currently tracked by this camera (supported by the feeds delivered by
the other three cameras). Making use of small markers on the floor, we have been able
to verify that our system’s distance estimation feature is already fairly precise for
areas that are covered by at least three cameras (the estimation was rarely more than
30 cm off the mark). The processing power of the two medium-class PCs we used for
handling the four camera’s image streams proved to be more than capable for this and
showed significant reserves. Based on this, we intend to build a new prototype system
which will use only a single PC for handling four, six or maybe even eight cameras at
once and which could then be used to monitor an entire small apartment.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we have presented a system for the indoor localization of multiple persons. Based entirely on affordable hardware and open source software libraries, we
created a reliable, scalable and versatile solution for tracking up to two users within a
large indoor area. The hardware costs for the system itself are approximately $100 for
four cameras, stands and cabling. Because multiple cameras can be attached to a single computer (mainly depending on its processing power), the overall costs of the
system are not dependent on the number of cameras used. So far, we have been able
to use our system for the tracking of two users in our equipped demonstration area.
Additionally, we have integrated innovative aspects in the processing pipeline, such
as camera coverage optimization using genetic algorithms and network analysis.
Nonetheless, the prototype as presented in this work is merely an intermediate step.
As future work, we intend to scale up the system to be able to cover entire apartments
and multiple separated rooms. Also, the identification of specific users as realized in
its current state is rudimentary at best and requires further testing. As a next step, we
will thus test different identification features and investigate, how many persons we
can easily differentiate. In terms of hardware we would like to evaluate different types
of cameras, such as the Microsoft Kinect for depth imaging, which allows a more
reliable background subtraction and thus is potentially better suited for scenarios
where many users are present. Finally, we would also like to test self-organizing networks for smart cameras that perform image processing on an included chip and send
features to each other using wireless communication systems. Self-localization and
registration are further aspects we would like to explore in this regard.
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